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Language : Requests & instructions 
Subject: The elderly 

 

 

 

A-beginner. Polite or impolite? You are in a regular clinic setting, 
talking to your elderly patient.  Rate the politeness of the 6 
requests / instructions below: impolite  / somewhat polite/ very 
polite.  

1. I need your blood pressure. Roll up your sleeve.  impolite

2. I just need to check your BP, if that’s ok?  

3. Put your arm here on the desk, please.   

4. Put your arm on the desk. Now relax.  

5. Could you relax your arm and just roll up your sleeve?   

6. Now your blood pressure. You know the routine.  
 
 

B-intermediate. GRAMMAR: Rearrange the words to form polite requests or instructions. 

1. ? / your chest  /  could  / your shirt  /  remove /  so / you / I’ll need  /  to examine / please 
  

2. . / in and out   /  please  /  just /  slowly  /   just   / breathe  / for me   
  

3. ?  /  feeling  / where  /  show me  /  you  /  could  / you’re / the pain 
  

4. ! / you  /  could  /  where  /  your chest  /  point to  /  I said  /  hurts 
  

 

C-advanced. USE OF ENGLISH.  Choose the right language to complete the text. 

Communicating well (1)………………. older patients can be a challenge for healthcare professionals. On the one hand, 

stereotypes about (2) …………………… age can lead patients and healthcare professionals alike to dismiss  problems as the 

inevitable decline of aging. On the other hand, communicating with the elderly is often (3)……………....  issues such as hearing 

or visual impairment and memory loss. Plus, it requires sound skills (4) ……………….. sensitive topics living such as driving,  

independent living and end of life care. Better communication techniques might sound time-consuming to practice, however 

studies have shown that effective communication improves patient compliance with treatment and results in better outcomes. 

Patients and their families express greater satisfaction with care, and they are (5) …………………………. to file malpractice suits. 
 

1. a. from b. with c. to 

2. a. advanced b. advancing c. advance 

3. a. complicating from b. complicated by c. complicating by 

4. a. in approach b. by approaching c. in approaching 

5. a. less likely b. less liked c. less like 

  

A. 1.impolite 2. very polite 3. somewhat polite 4. impolite 5. very polite 6. impolite . B.1. I’ll need to examine your chest, so could you remove your shirt, 
please? 2. Just breathe slowly in and out for me. 3. Could you show me where you’re feeling the pain? 4. I said, could you point to where your chest 
hurts?  C. 1 – b; 2 – a; 3 – b; 4 – c; 5 – a  


